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DEAIH COMES ALIVE;
TECHNOLOGY AND THE
RE-CONCEPTION OF DEATH
KAREN A. CERULO AND JANET M. RUANE

B

rowse through your local bookstore, or glance at a nearby
movie marquee. Skim the pages of your nightly newspaper
or the listings in your television guide. American culture's current
focus poses a surprise. The popular eye is centered on a topic
more taboo than the steamiest sexual encounter, more solemn
than the deepest economic depression, and more universal than
the common cold. The current decade reveals a remarkable upsurge in our collective attention toward death. Indeed in the
1990s, Americans have become nearly obsessed with a world that
lurks beyond life as we know it.
One need not look farto substantiate death's newfound popularity. Ghost, a silver screen tale of love beyond the grave, ranked as
the third highest grossing movie of 1990, the top rented video of
1991, and the tenth best selling video of 1993. During the 1990s,
other titles, too, transported our attentions to the great beyond: A
(]uy' Named Joe; Always, Brain Dead; Chances Are; Defending
Your Life; Death Becomes Her, Dead Again, Dying Young, Eternity, Field of Dreams; Flatliners, Ghosts Can Do It Too; Ghost
Dad; Little Buddha; My Life; Passed Away; Switch; Truly, Madly,
Deeply; and White Light represent just a few (Motion Picture
Guide 1990--1994; Universal Almanac 1993, pp. 223-224; 245246).1 The 1991 multi-platinum Grammy winner for 'best song'
displayed an 'unforgettable' quality-singer Natalie Cole was
among the living while her singing partner and father, Nat, was
Address correspondence to Karen A. Cerulo; Dept of Sociology; Rutgers University; New Brunswick, NJ 08903-5072, e-mail cerulo@rcLrutgers.edu
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not. Similarly, the 1992 Grammy winner kept death in our midst
as Eric Clapton sang to his deceased son in 'Tears in Heaven'. And
a 1995 BBC documentary united the Beatles across the grave as
Paul, George, and Ringo 'perform' with the prerecorded voice of
John Lennon.
On the print scene, Derek Humphrey's suicide manual, Final
Exit, made 1991's top ten list of bestsellers. In 1993, Betty J.
Eadie's stories of encounters with death, Embraced By the Light,
garnished similar honors (World Almanac, 1994, p. 303; 1993,
297).2 Doctors of death have become regulars to our newspapers;
during the 1990s, the New York Times alone printed over 200
stories devoted to Dr. Jack Kevorkian, while TV news shows aired
over 125 such stories. (The New York Times Index, vols. 78-84;
The TV News Index, 1990--1994) Our favorite television icons,
including Roseanne, Murphy Brown, and the gang on Friends have
placed death at the center of more than one weekly episode. Public
television filmed the deaths of 'real life' terminal patients and
invited us to watch and discuss. 3 And during the 1990s, Americans
witnessed footage of corpse disposal and cremation on news
magazines like Dateline and watched Somalian children die before
the eyes of network news cameras,
To be sure, American culture and death have met before. Yet,
these encounters were much less frequent and of a vastly different
quality. Roger Rosenblatt characterizes the change:
... today, the element of fantasy is played down and we are
meant to really believe that something like Ghost could really
happen. The closeness to death is made tantalizing, the passage
from life to death, a stroll in the park. (MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour: Nov. 1.2, 1991)4
Assuming Rosenblatt is right, we are left to ask why death has
suddenly come alive. Why now, and why in this way?
Some suggest that the answer lies in the increased prevalence of
AIDS. An epidemic that claims so many lives may also function to
keep death at the forefront of social attention (see e.g., Walter
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1995). Others suggest that our newfound interest in death stems
from a need to control our own destinies. In the face of modernization, control of the body in particular may offer a key to the
maintenance of self-identity (see e.g., Callahan 1993, p. 67; Giddens, 1991, p. 162; Shilling, 1993, chap. 8)
In this essay, we propose an alternative to such theories, arguing
that culture's current focus on death is tied to the current technological environment Indeed, we argue that recent technological
advancements have blurred the boundaries between life and death,
allowing concerns with death to freely enter the realm of the living.
Technology has facilitated this effect in two ways. At a structural
level, technology has created a new arena of social action, a place
we refer to as technological lifespace. Technological lifespace
encompasses a form of existence that approximates neither life nor
death as we currently define them. Rather, technologicallifespace
represents a bridge between life and death states. As such, it
becomes a safety zone-a new vantage point from which to
examine the mysterious state of death. At the level of process,
technology provides us with a new form of interaction- what we
refer to as techno,synchronicity. Via this process, technology
seemingly transports the dead to the empirical realm of the living.
By allowing a pseudomerger between the living and those traditionally thought to be permanently out of reach, we argue that
technology reconstructs death as a 'place to visit' rather than a final .
destination.
• TECHNOLOGICAL LIFE-SPACE:

Until the 1960s, Americans viewed life and death as two distinct
and bipolar categories. Distinguishing between life and death,
whether from a medical, legal, and even a philosophical standpoint, was not a problematic event. Indeed until this period, the
termination of human life was defined on the basis of technologically unaided criteria: absence of pulse and heartbeat, alisence of
breathing, absence of reflexes, dilated pupils and glassy cornea,
and patchy skin pallor (Black's Law Dictionary, 1968, p. 488;
Gervais, 1986, pp. 1-17, 45-74; Walton 1979, pp. 6-7; chap. 2).
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Rapid advances in medical technology brought the stability of
life-and-death classifications into question. For example, resuscitation technology problematized the pronunciation of death, forcing added considerations for the irreversibility of heart, respiratory,
and reflex patterns (Harvard Medical School, 1968; Hillman, 1972,
p. 88; Veatch, 1988, pp 38-39). Later, technology afforded the
ability to track finer and finer gradations of life, thus specifying
various levels of death. One viewpoint, for example, argued for
distinctions between 'clinical death'-a state bespeaking the cessation of organ function-and 'biological death '-a designation
resulting from the degeneration of cells and tissue (Winter, 1969, p.
20). Others promoted the notion of 'brain death', a condition indicated
by irreparable neural damage resulting in the loss of functions such as
perception, mentation, and motor response. Brain death is generally
indicated by a 'flat' electroencephalogram (Harvard Medical School,
1968). Other criteria include cerebral oxygen consumption, or levels of
cerebral blood circulation, tested via a technique called angiography
(Winter, 1969, pp 12-13; Walker, 1974). In addition, some have
argued for distinctions between total loss and partial loss of brain
function with regard to the brain death classification (Black, 1977;
Haring,l973,pp.l31-136;Veatch,l975).
In addition to challenging the classifications of death, post-1960s
technology made it possible for individuals to postpone death's
onset. The past 30 years have brought new pharmaceutical re. spo.nses to death-drugs possessing the ability to prolong life, even
for sh01t periods of time, as well as advances in organ transplant
procedures. Via such innovations, technology carries patients to the
arena of 'borrowed time', that special condition under which life
had never been known to exist before (Gorovitz, 1991). Recent
examples include AZf in the case of AIDS, various chemotherapies
and radiation responses to certain cancers. the increased incidence
of liver, heart, and lung transplants, or the widespread use of
dialysis.
By the 1980s, the SR technological strides effectively relocated
or blurred the boundary between life and death. They forced us to
think of death in terms of stages or degrees rather than as an
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absolute category. So, for example, the AZf patient is alive, but
within the confines of a narrowed spectrum: his/her life span faces
strict temporal limits; his/her quality of life is impaired. In another
arena, the Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) patient demonstrates impressive mental capacity but little or no control over
bodily functions. Similarly, certain patients on 'life-support'
breathe, circulate blood, and demonstrate brain activity, yet they
remain unconscious to external stimuli. And an extreme case
presents the 'brain dead' patient, one with aided heart beat and
respiratory capacity, but no meaningful mental capacity. None of
these examples depict absolute death. Rather, they represent increasing degrees of death; each category of patient can be ranked
as more or less dead than another.
If we view life and death along a continuum, with various points
on that continuum representing more or less death, it becomes clear
that technology has dissolved the critical marker of death, indicating a challenge to traditionally held beliefs regarding the point at
which life ceases to exist. This challenge has resulted in a new
arena of social action-a new transitional category which bridges
the harsh shift between absolute life and absolute death. We refer
to this new arena as technologicallifespace, which can encompass
various levels of existence. It can· encompass inevitable death or
partial death; it can bespeak conditions of impending death or
impending recovery; it can be inhabited by the conscious, semiconscious, or the unconscious. But what is clear about technological lifespace is that the social encounters it promotes focus on
neither life nor death. Rather, the states common to technological
lifespace-brain death, pharmaceutically sustained life, life-support-occupy an intermediate position in our two-level scheme of
life and death.
• THE CULTURE OF TECHNOLOGICALUFESPACE

Technological lifespace has spun its own cultural structure. The
location is marked, for example, by unique rules of exchangerules of obligation different from those honored in the world of the
living or the world of the dead.
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Consider the role of caretakers. Technology has greatly increased
the complexity of caretaking services. According to Benoleil:
The specialized skills required of nurses have been expanded
under the influence of science, technology, and changing social
conditions .... And in a very real sense, the increased use of
medical technology in patient care fosters a depersonalization
of experience for the deliverer as well as the recipient of that
care.(l977,pp. 124-125)
Consequently, the rules of exchange between caretakers and patients differ significantly as one moves from traditional to technologicallifespace. Hospital caretakers in the latter location exhibit
greater detachment toward their patients, higher levels of sheer
activity, or a more frequent use of humor than caretakers tending
to traditional patients. High levels of vigilance accompanied by
low levels of contact represent the norm of technologicallifespace
care (Gorovitz, 1991, chap. 7; Kastenbaum & Aisenberg, 1972;
Moller, 1995; Swanson & Swanson, 1977, pp. 174-177).
The rules of family exchange also differ when comparing traditional and technologicallifespace. Research reveals, for example,
that social visits from family members are less frequent and shorter
in length when a patient inhabits technological lifespace as opposed to traditionallifespace (Bauman, 1992, p. 130; Elias, 1985;
Kalish, 1977, p. 230; Kayser-Jones, 1981). Similarly, levels of
deception that would be viewed as unacceptable between patient
and relative in traditionallifespace are often sanctioned in technologicallifespace. Withholding of prognostic information from the
patient is often justified by the patient's family members as a form
of protection or a means of retaining the patient's hope or morale.
The culture of technological lifespace has also stimulated new
regulations of exchange. Witness the living will. Different from
the postmortem will in its guidelines, the living will governs
movement from dying to absolute death. As such, it establishes
new norms of interaction acceptable only in technological
lifespace. For example, the living will authorizes spouses, parents,
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siblings, and medical professionals-individuals whose roles typically carry expectations of sustaining our lives-to take the steps
necessary to insure our deaths. In a similar reversal of interaction
patterns, the living will removes post-death authority from the
traditionally mandated hands of family and friends, placing the
jurisdiction for funeral, burial, and the like in the hands of the
patient.
While technologicallifespace exhibits an accompanying culture,
the formation of that culture is far from complete. In this way,
technological lifespace represents what Berger (1990, p. 23) referred to as a marginal situation-an environment that finds both
meaning systems and normal operating procedures 'under construction'. Such gaps in the new site's cultural system help to
explain the frequent confusion displayed by those interacting in
technologicallifespace. Consider the following example:
At 5:41AM on Sunday November 10, 1985, Philadelphia Flyer's
hockey star, Pelle Lindbergh, slammed his 1985 Porsche.into a
cement wall at a Somerdale, New Jersey elementary school. The
headline on the story in the newspaper the next day read 'Flyers'
Goalie is Declared Brain Dead', In spite of the claim that he was
'brain dead', the story went on to say that Lindbergh was listed
in 'critical condition' in the intensive care unit of John F.
Kennedy Hospital in Stratford, NJ. (Veatch, 1988, p. 29, emphasis added).
The Lindbergh case is not unique. Indeed, the nightly news carries
numerous reports of cases in which inhabitants of technological
lifespace are 'mistakenly' categorized among the dead by the
emergency service workers who first encounter them. Such cases
suggest that faced with gaps in the meaning system, inhabitants of
technological lifespace are forced to frame experience via the
language of more traditional interaction sites-those of absolute
life and death. Clearly, such terminology fails to capture the
experienced reality at hand. But until the cultural structure of the
new social arena is complete, participants in technological
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lifespace will be compelled to revert to familiar or established
categories.
• TECHNOLOGICALLIFESPACE: FOCUS ON DEATH

The links between the emergence of technological lifespace and
increased interest in death are not difficult to see. At one level,
technological lifespace encourages an increased interest in death
because it provides a secure arena from which to make the inquiry.
In a sense, technological lifespace can be considered a 'userfriendly' environment. It affords a sense of control to the living
(Benoliel, 1988, p. 176). Relatives and friends of a dying patient
often report that the experience of life support serves to soften the
blow of death. Life support provides individuals with a warm,
supple body, one with which they can talk and touch even though
the personality inhabiting that body may be unable to respond to
them via conventional techniques of communication. To be sure,
extended life support experiences can spell agony for a patient's
loved ones. Yet, during the initial Stages of the life support experience, friends and family who experience the phenomenon testify
to its bridging capabilities. In discussing reactions of family members, for instance, Kiibler-Ross writes:
it is more meaningful for the patient and family to see the
(extremes of) illness and allow for a gradual adjustment and
change toward the kind ofhome it is going to be when the patient
is no longer around. (1969, p. 159)
Experiences of the first author confrrmed this sentiment. She
recalls her own father's time on life support, time in which he
was in a coma and utterly unresponsive. Yet, the warm breathing
body with which she could talk, made her feel that ultimate death
would not come until she allowed it, giving her some feeling of
control over an otherwise uncontrollable phenomenon. Indeed, the
language surrounding life support underscores the generalizability
of these reports. We speak of keeping support machines in action
until family members are prepared or ready to 'let the patient go' :1

a
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Technological lifespace also offers security to the dying. For
example, those enjoying life-extending pharmaceuticals report
that these drugs provide a 'borrowed time', a space in which to
plan for that which is usually unplanned. Assets can be purposefully distributed, funerals arranged, and good-byes orchestrated,
so that the living may leave one world for the next with a sense of
closure. Boston and Trezise report the words of one patient: ' ...
making these simple decisions gives me a firm sense of directing
parts of my own dying-for I may not have control over the rest'
( 1987, p. 80). In all of these ways, technologicallifespace restructures the way in which we approach death at a cognitive level. It
provides a transitional category, one that makes the barrier between life and death less overbearing, and hence, more tempting
to approach.
The creation oftechnologicallifespace tells only part of the story
with regard to our collective obsession with death. For in addition
to this new social stage comes a new mode of interaction-a
technologically stimulated mode that makes it possible to bring the
world of the dead into the space of the living. This new form of
interaction-a phenomenon we refer to as techno-synchronicityresults from recent advances in cpmmunication technology. Such
advances enable us to take 'scenes' once confined to the private
world of an individual's stream of consciousness and relocate those
scenes to the empirical world of shared, sensory experience. In the
next section, we discuss the rise of techno-synchronicity and the
special role the phenomenon plays in explaining heightened attention toward death.

• TECHNO-SYNCHRONICITY: FUSING THE DEAD
WITH THE LIVING
Traditionally, social scientists have defined human cognition as an
internal, and thus, a private process. At the same time, each actor's
stream of consciousness is held to be socially motivated. In referencing the social sources of cognition, the literature identifies a
variety of stimuli believed capable offusing or merging the private
intuitions of two or more individuals. Schutz (1951, p. 96) referred
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.to this "fusion" phenomenon as synchronicity, 'a mutual tuning in
relationships by which the "I'' and the ''Thou" are experienced by
both participants as a "We" in vivid presence' (1951, p. 79). Via
synchronicity, internal intuitions take on a collective character. A
cognitive simultaneity is formed as actors' streams of consciousness are temporarily magnetized toward a single focal point. Via
synchronicity, actors momentarily experience cognitive cohesion
or a 'meeting of the minds', as they become attuned to a collectively experienced wavelength.
Symbols and rituals serve as vehicles of synchronicity. Cerulo' s
work illustrates the way in which national anthems, flags, or
monuments can temporarily join citizens' individual cognitions
under the rubric of their national identity Cerulo, (1989, 1993,
1995). Similarly, Zerubavel (1985, pp 64-65) discusses the value
of schedules and calendars in this regard. By positioning individuals with reference to the same focal point, schedules and calendars
create a form of mechanical solidarity based on temporal symmetry.6 Mass media frequently are hailed as another vehicle of synchronicity. By drawing a population to a TV broadcast or riveting
their eyes on a newspaper headline, individual streams of consciousness become focused on a single event. 7 The media's role in
the 0. J. Simpson trial offers a stark illustration of this phenomenon. Recall that on October 3, 1995, the day on which the Simpson
verdict was announced, the mass media served as an invisible
current that synchronized the attentions of the U.S. population as
they awaited the jury's word.
We argue that recently developed communication technologies
have broadened the scope of the synchronicity experience. Advances in computer capabilities now afford something more than
a shared focus or a merging of the minds. Rather, new technologies
make it possible to take an internal intuition and reproduce it in the
empirical world of shared, sensory experience. Persons, objects,
and events once confined to the life of a particular actor's mental
'eye' can now be projected to others in a way that surpasses mere
description. Via a process we label techno-synchronicity, personal
cognitions can be re-created in a publicly accessible space. Simi-
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.larly, elements of memory of future imagining can enter human
experience as tangible empirical observations existing in the current, public domain. Via techno-synchronicity, 'data' formerly
defined as unique to a single actor's cognitions now becomes the
accessible property of a collective. ·
Seveml examples of techno-synchronicity help to clarify the
mechanics of the process. Consider, for instance, some of the
current research on dinosaurs. Extinct for centuries, dinosaurs
have, to date, been a figment of the contempomry mind. No human
of the current age can lay claim to their observation for the
dinosaur's empirical existence is confined to another place and
time: Yet, with the help of signifiers and remnants of these creatures (footprints or bone fmgments found in various locations
around the globe), dinosaurs have been technologically reconstructed, providing tangible models and images that claim to mirror
the actual beasts! Such images, particularly those with a mechanical or computerized life, project a species of the past into the
material world ofthe present. Via technology, entities previously
visible only through the contemporary mind's eye take on the guise
of a concrete and current observation. Further, research in the fields
of biotechnology and genetics suggests that the actual reproduction of such extinct creatures is a feasible possibility. (Begley et
al., 1993) Successful efforts on the part of biologists to clone
tadpolt;s and mice contributes additional credence to technology's
ability. to recreate past life in the current world of shared sensory
experience.
In yet another arena, techno-synchronicity allows crime-fighters
to bring the dated images of kidnapped children or crime fugitives
into contemporary intemction sites. By technologically altering the
past appearance of these individuals-i.e., aging or developing
their appearance, technology reconstructs images confined to the
world of memory and refits them to current circumstance. Such
technological processes make it possible to 'see' these individuals
from the past as they should look today. In this way, technology
resurrects an image lost to the past and synchronizes it with the
present sphere of action.

Techno-synchronicity also can merge intuitions of the future
with present experience. Via virtual reality technology, for example, we 'experience' an architect's ideas before her/his plans are
actually executed. Using special apparatus, we can walk through
a design for a new kitchen, a new office, or a new home and actually
sense the location before it achieves a 'material' existence. In this
way, the imaginings of the producer are made available to the
consumer in a jointly accessible plane. Similarly, 'body beautifiers' from hairdressers to plastic surgeons have incorpomted the
fusion of future and present into the selling of their services. Via
computer technology, such professionals have gained the ability
to share their creative vision, showing their customers the product
of their labors before the work is actually performed. As such,
customers can evaluate a new haircut or facial tuck before actually
contracting the work. For the first time, services can be procured
on the knowledge of outcome.
In a more extreme example, technology provides the ability to
synchronize one body's future with another body's present. The
tmnsplant of fetal tissue, for example, transports 'young' cells to
an already aged body, where they will live out their existence
within the confines of another body's time fmme. Similarly, organ
transplants seemingly allow the body of one individual to live on
through another individual's system. Such present/future 'mergers' may seem surreal at first glance. Yet, the heated mom! debate
that surrounds such phenomena signals their growing reality.
Consider, for example, the controversy surrounding Dr. Jack
Kevorkian's plan to obtain organ donations from death row prisoners. Kevorkian's proposals have been met with passionate objections. Opponents ofthe plan, particularly some family members
of the death row prisoners' victims, feel such doniitions would
allow the killers to live on after their execution within the protection of another's body. As such, the plan's opponents vigorously
seek legal prohibition of this particular organ transplant program.
All of these examples illustrate that techno-synchronicity is a
process that moves beyond the cognitive simultaneity described in
the works of Schultz and others. The phenomenon not only syn-
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chronizes minds on a common point. Techno-synchronicity blurs
the boundaries that distinguish private thought from shared experience, and it reconfigures the lines that separate past, present, and
future. In so doing, techno-synchronicity expands the confines of
what we call reality. The process refocuses the sociological eye as
we embrace formerly inaccessible persons and sites as the substance ofsocial interaction.
• FOCUS ON DEATH .

The interaction capabilities afforded by techno-synchronicity are
especially important to our consideration of death. Techno-synchronicity allows social actors to perceive interactions with actors
or objects to which they have no direct, physical access. Thus, the
process allows those who have 'passed on ' to the world of private
memory and imagination to seemingly reenter the material world
of the living. As such, techno-synchronicity naturally heightens
our interest in the world beyond. The phenomenon affords entry
to a world previously defined as beyond reach-a place where the
dead can seemingly come alive.·
Techno-synchronicity brought such feelings of resurrection to
the Cole duet, 'Unforgettable'. Because we experience the two
voices as a tangible aspects of the present, we are left with a sense
that both the deceased and the living soloists are actually reunited,
if only for the duration of the song. Similarly, techno-synchronicity
made itpossible for us to watch as our contemporary Tom Hanks
(as Forest Gump) spoke with and shook the hand of deceased
President John F. Kennedy. (A similar process, as executed in
Florida's MOM them park, allows any one of us to appear with
our favorite TV legend, merging our present day performance with
the past work of our deceased idol.) For those of us who view such
video 'duets', the merging of dead and living is experienced as a
present reality .8
The depictions we have just described, those that seemingly
transport the dead from the mental to the material world, are
becoming more and more common. As such, techno-synchronicity's ability to breathe life into the dead is becoming an increas-
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ingly nonnative event. Consequently, we are not shocked by
statements that equate technological re-creations of the dead with
resurrections of the dead. In a recent tribute to Lucille Ball, for
example, one commentator noted that 'somewhere, every day of
the year, Lucy and Desi skirt the airways, living and reliving their
zany lives'. Such characterizations simply underscore the ways in
which devoted fans have come to imagine that the much beloved
couple are really alive somewhere and can be visited regularly in
an audiovisual location. Similarly, we are not insulted by insinuations that encounters with the dead can really occur. Indeed,
recent ad campaigns, such as the one for Post Great Grains, trade
on our acceptance of such an occurrence. In the Post commercial,
a man from the nineteenth century emerges in a twentieth-century
kitchen to discuss breakfast nutrition with the present-day occupant. While at one level we can surely concede that such an
event-were it to really occur-would probably frighten most
individuals immeasurably, at another level the Post approach also
captures our newfound comfort with the potential reality of such
an interaction.
The experience of techno-synchronicity in relation to death is
not confined to Hollywood 'trickery'. 'Common' women and men
frequently partake in this new form of interaction. More and more,
individuals report the desire to videotape themselves so that their
survivors can access them beyond their empirical life. Similarly, .
videotaped wills are becoming increasingly popular, allowing the
deceased to 'share' the bereavement experience with their survivors. In these instances, technology makes it possible for individuals to seemingly step back from the grave.
Once it becomes normative to interact with those we cannot see
and may not know, the boundaries of social space greatly widen.
Interaction transcends the observable, the tangible, and perhaps,
the here and now. Indeed, by merging past and future with the
present, the dead can come alive. Via techno-synchronicity, the
walls separating the living from the dead become permeable. As
such, the criteria of existence shifts from an individual's empirical
presence to an individual's cerebral reincarnation-i.e., the ability
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to be materialized via another's thoughts. By giving the dead such
a reality, technology strips the phenomenon of death of its finality,
serving to heighten our curiosity and lessen our fear .

• DEATH COMES ALIVE: DREAM OR NIGHTMARE?
Technology has brought us to death's door and opened that door
wide. While the barrier between life and death still exists, technology has rendered it more translucent. As such, technology becomes
an accomplice, of sorts, to death-one that takes much of the
grimness out of the reaping. Such an approach to death may
represent a replay of pre-modem attitudes. For in many ways, our
recent fascination with death mirrors concerns of the primitives.
Some primitive tribes, for example, beckoned the dead, as they
were thought to be protectors of the living, and thus, vital to a
tribe's sustenance. Others welcomed death as an entree to the
supernatural world, a place providing increased power and information (see e.g., Montagu, 1971; Tyler, 1920). Consequently,just
as McLuhan (1965) credited television with returning modem
individuals to the sensate world of the primitives, so too has
technology returned us to pre-modem visions of the connections
between the living and the dead. Technology has brought us full
circle.
The emergence of technological lifespace and techno-synchronicity increases our attentions not only toward death, but also
toward. the relationship between the body and the self. 9 Specifically,these two developments cast the integrity of and the relationship between the body and the self in a new light. As we have
shown, in technological lifespan the self can expire while the body
lives on. Similarly, via techno-synchronicity, the self can transcend
the body. Consequently, rather than viewing the body as an entity
controlling the self (e.g., Nietzsche 1968), or as a mere manipulative tool of the self or of others (e.g., Butler, 1993; 1990, Descartes,
1960; Foucault 1977; 1980; Giddens 1991), we are encouraged to
view both body and self as symbiotic entities, each with compatible
but independent power and purpose. 10
These new conceptions of body and self, of life and death
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represent drastic changes to an established cultural stance. By
transporting our memories and fantasies to the living and breathing
world, technology provides a temporary connection to people and
places that previously seemed out of our reach. In this way,
technology recasts the once terrifying arena of death and the
unknown with an added sense of reassurance and familiarity.
Indeed, the new cultural norms of technological lifespace and the
interactions made possible by techno-synchronicity make each
step toward the unknown conform to identifiable routines.
Thus, by succumbing to these new spaces and new modes of
interaction, we find a haven of sorts. Technology builds a more
comfortable, predictable setting around the experience of death
and loss: It offers a new site and mode of interaction, where it
suddenly becomes possible again to sing songs with our fathers
long gone, speak with idols never met, and visit a place where
'Lucy and Ricky' can still be together.
•

NOTES
I Of course, this list does not begin to tap 'slasher' films and the like, a genre
heavily focused on violent death.
2 Indeed, the current focus on death within the bestselling book market
prompted columnist R. E. Neu (1994) to offer a tongue-in-cheek guide
entitled, "What To Read Until The Undertaker Comes."
3 .Seen on 'The Health Quarterly' produced in conjunction with Frontline and
aired on WNET Tuesday, March 23, 1993.
4 Aired_ on WNET, show #4202.
5 · In many ways, the rituals of which we speak create a sense of what Giddens
refers to as 'ontological security' for both the dying and their friends and
relatives. See Giddens (1984, p. 123; 1991, p. 47).
6 These works follow a tradition established by Durkheim (1915), and further
exemplified by scholars such as Bergesen (1979), Schwartz (1987), Swanson (1960), and Wagner-Pacifi & Schwartz (1991).
7 This position is supported by a large literature; see e.g., Beniger (1987);
Cerulo (1997); Cerulo, Ruane, & Chayko (1992), Horton & Wohl (1956);
McLuhan (1965); Merton (1946); Meyrowitz (1989, 1994); Schlesinger
(1993); Steuer (1993).
8 Unlike language, complete with tenses, and hence, temporal location, the
projection of video images always conveys the present tense. As such, video
recreations, despite the level of manipulation, project a sense of present
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reality. (For similar points, see e.g., Berger & Ludemann 1966, pp 19-67;
Giddens 1991, pp. 23-27; Levi-Strauss, 1968; McLuhan 1965.)
9 Indeed, the recent resurgence of scholarly research on the body coincides
with the heightened popular focus on death.
I 0 Traditional models of communication provide a helpful metaphor in understanding these new body/self roles, e.g., understanding the self as a 'transmitter', and the body as a 'channel'. Such an approach encompasses the new
life states explored in this paper. For like other mechanired channels, bodies
can remain activated, even in lieu of transmissions from the sender, provided
they are linked to an external energy source. The body on life support
approximates the working television when it is not turned on; while it does
not convey a message, it stands in ready to do so. Similarly, the body 'breaks
down', yet the self continues to thrive-e.g., organ transplants. Under such
conditions, the self retains its integrity by transmining via a new channel.
Yet, the manifestation of the self, while sustained, is necessarily different
(Cerulo, 1994 ).
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he cover illustration shows Pandora kneeling before the box
she has partially opened. Has she released evils upon the
world, or should we welcome her benificence in sharing her gifts?
How should we judge the effects of these 'gifts' on nature and
society? She has turned the world into a laboratory and, as the
title of this volume suggests, we must find a way of coping with
the consequences.
This collection of papers, drawn from sessions on the quality of
risk assessment at the biennial meeting of the International Society
for the History, Philosophy and Social Studies of Biology, 1995,
in Leuven, Belgium, considers the limits of risk assessment for the
deliberate release of genetically engineered (or modified) organisms (GMOs). The fifteen chapters are divided into sections on
scientific backgrounds, regulatory practice, and political conditions.
Philip Regal sets the tone of the book by asking a series of
questions:
'What can the history of the development of biotechnology
reveal about the ways in which firm scientific knowledge and
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